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How to Use This Document

T

Travel Plan Chapter

AF

Designed as an interactive PDF, this
document is filled with hyperlinks to assist
navigation. As you mouse over various
segments of the document, look for the
‘clickable hand’ to navigate to any of the
following chapters / segments of the
document.

The tables of projects in the
recommendations chapter contain hyperlinks
to each project recommendation to provide
additional detail and context regarding
proposed recommendations. The blue,
underlined text indicates a hyperlinked
recommendation.

This chapter provides travel plans at the
city, neighborhood and campus level. In
the lower left or right hand corner of pages
in this chapter, hyperlinked text allows for
navigation between the three sections of the
document.

DR

Each chapter is color coded, and the boxes
at the top of the page each link to their
respective chapter.
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Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

Recommendation Tables

As a travel plan designed to provide
recommendations and guidance for
10 individual school campuses across
Burlington, Vermont, this is a large
document.

City | Neighborhood | Campus

Campus Access Section

Within the campus access section of the
Travel Plan Chapter, navigation between
each school campus’ pages is facilitated by
school names in the left or right margin. Click
on any individual school name to navigate
directly to that subsection of campus access.
(The current school subsection will be in
bold blue text, such as for Flynn at right.)
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Introduction
COVID-19

Because of pandemic restrictions, public
engagement for this planning process was
conducted through online surveys and a DIY
travel audit application developed by CCRPC.
A full description of these methods can be
found in the public engagement chapter
of this document. Discussion of results
by campus and the City as a whole are
contained in the existing conditions chapter.

DR

This plan provides a focused assessment
of regional, neighborhood and individual
school campus’ travel patterns and access
constraints, and recommendations for small
and large scale projects that can increase
equitable access to public schools for all,
regardless of mode of travel.

These assessments are built upon an existing
conditions analysis and the results of a
school travel survey and DIY Walk Audits
administered by this planning project team
during spring and summer of 2021. Walk
Audits were performed both by the project
team and members of the general public for
all 10 campuses identified in this plan.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Project Schools

The 10 campuses that this study investigates
include:

+ Ira Allen Early Education Center

T

This plan was developed in the middle of the
COVID 19 pandemic. Though BSD maintained
in person schooling for much of the year,
partial school closures and rotating in person
and at home schedules, and the enormous
amount of adaptations made by students,
teachers, and staff made significant impacts
on both how people travel to their schools,
as well as how this plan could engage the
public.

AF

This plan provides school travel plans for 10
Burlington School District (BSD) campuses.
Funded by the Chittenden County Regional
Planning Commission (CCRPC) and led by a
technical committee comprised of members
from Burlington School District, City of
Burlington’s Department of Public Works
(DPW), Chittenden County Regional Planning
Commission (CCRPC) and consultants
DuBois & King (D&K), this project’s travel
plans support current and future efforts
to ensure safe access to the District’s
public elementary, middle and high school
campuses.

+ Burlington High School (BHS)
and Burlington Technical Center
(BTC) - 52 Institute Road
+ Downtown Burlington High
School (DtBHS)
+ Champlain Elementary School
+ CP Smith Elementary School
+ Edmunds Elementary and Middle
Schools (Edmunds)
+ Integrated Arts Academy (IAA)
+ JJ Flynn Elementary School
(Flynn)
+ Lyman C. Hunt Middle School
(Hunt Middle)
+ Sustainability Academy (SA)

This study includes the temporary location of
the Burlington High School, where students
will be going to school for at least three
years (2021 - 2024). The map on the next
page identifies each of these campuses
within the City.
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Flynn
Elementary

Hunt
Middle

T

BSD Travel Plan Campus Map

CP Smith
Elementary

AF

Horizons
Program

BHS &
BTC

OnTOP

DR

IAA

SA

Ira Allen
Early Ed

DtBHS
Edmunds
Elementary & Middle

Champlain
Elementary
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Campus Overview
School Campus

Grades Served

Total
Students*

Total Faculty/
Staff*

Parking
Spots

Bike
Racks

Address

Ira Allen Early Education Center

Pre-K

60

64

60

8

150 Colchester Ave

BHS / BTC - 52 Institute Road

9 - 12

956 / 171

130 / 22

324

204

52 Institute Road

Downtown BHS

9 - 12

956

130

Champlain Elementary School

Pre-K & K - 5

260

CP Smith Elementary School

K-5

259

T

67 Cherry Street
77

93

800 Pine Street

47

60

154

332 Ethan Allen Parkway

AF

65

242 / 368

60 / 75

75

240

299 / 275 Main Street

Integrated Arts Academy

K-5

255

70

24

20

6 Archibald Street

JJ Flynn Elementary School

K-5

329

87

72

32

1645 North Avenue

Hunt Middle School

6-8

391

65

92

87

1364 North Avenue

56

28

50

123 North Street

DR

Edmunds Elementary / Middle School K - 5 / 6 - 8

Sustainability Academy

K-5

186

*Based on enrollment from the 2020-2021 school year
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Project Goals

IMAGINE A
FUTURE
WHERE...

T

The goal of this plan is to identify and
prioritize changes that support the vision set
forth in PlanBTV Walk Bike, with a specific
focus on walking, bicycling, and transit
access for students of all ages and abilities to
10 BSD campuses across the City.

AF

...Burlington’s Streets are safe enough that parents let their kids walk or
bike to school, to the park, or to a friend’s house without worry; and that
older adults comfortably walk or bike from their house to community
destinations such as the grocery store, or the pharmacy.
...walking, biking, and taking the bus are the preferred choice for students
and adults living or working in Burlington, all year round.

DR

...Burlington’s transportation network continuously improves our local
economy and quality of life, leading people to stay in Burlington and invest
in our community.

Vision from PlanBTV Walk Bike (page 13)
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Recommendations

T

This chapter is intentionally placed towards
the front of the document, in order to
consolidate plan recommendations with an
index. The index can be reviewed quickly,
and utilized to explore the research and
campus conditions that underpin each of the
corresponding recommendations.

•

transit-related recommendations,

•

crossing guard recommendations,

•

infrastructure recommendations, and

•

programming recommendations.

DR

As local demographic and transit data are
updated and refined, these recommendations
can be reevaluated to promote the equitable
distribution of school resources and safe
transit infrastructure.

AF

The recommendations in this chapter are
grouped into four project categories:

10

Public Art at IAA
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•

BSD does not have their own busing system,
and relies on Green Mountain Transit
(GMT) services to get students to school.
A key to improved BSD travel outcomes is
improved coordination and cross-agency
support between GMT and BSD. Individual
recommendations are discussed in the
Green Mountain/BSD Transit section of this
document on page 37. Key elements include:
Establish quarterly meetings between
GMT and BSD staff to discuss anticipated
scheduling issues and campus-specific
concerns.

•

Directly communicate with all DtBHS
students the risks involved in taking
the “shortcut” between the Downtown
Transit Center and Downtown BHS.

•

Begin dialog with adjacent church
property owners to allow more direct
walking access between the Transit
Center and church property.

AF

•

Review existing and forecasted BSD
budgets to identify resources that could
be allocated or reallocated to improve
and support GMT capacity, access, and
staffing specific to BSD needs.

Consider adjusting portions of the school
schedule to allow consistent planning by
GMT administrators.

•

Adjust GMT and/or BSD scheduling
processes to overlap during critical
planning periods.

Crossing Guard Recommendations
Crossing guard staffing levels have been a
constant concern throughout the surveys,
interviews, and site audits conducted as part
of this study. These findings are discussed
further in the crossing guard review. Moving
forward, BSD and the City of Burlington
should evaluate opportunities to expand
crossing guard services.

DR

•

•

Coordinate with GMT to understand
behavior issues on School Tripper routes.

•

Ensure that GMT/BSD communication is
as efficient as possible in addressing new
or ongoing behavior-related issues.

•

Assign existing or new BSD staff to bus
routes to monitor and address behaviorrelated issues.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

are already working with students at
BSD, crossing guard duties could be
as simple as shifting hours to include
before/after school hours.
•

T

Transit Recommendations

•

Consider expanding the crossing guard
staffing system to both school-led hires
and City-led hires. Expanding the ability
of individual campuses and the School
District to staff these positions, supported
by the City, rather than the current
model of schools reliant only on Cityfilled positions, could expand the pool of
candidates available for these positions.

•

Consider employing BSD para-educators
as crossing guards. As these employees

When there are direct requests to the
City for additional crossing guards, the
requesting school should receive a map
and list of crossing guard locations and a
direct link to the City’s job advertisement
for crossing guards.

•

Schools and the District should
include announcements that the City
is hiring crossing guards in regular
communications.

•

The City and District could work together
to create a program for high school
and college students to receive credit,
community service hours, or payment, in
order to more fully staff crossing guard
locations.

•

The City and District should work
together to monitor which intersections
have staff that show up daily, and which
intersections are highest priority to
staff with consistent crossing guards.
Based on this project’s travel surveys,
intersections that are not consistently
staffed with crossing guards but feel
like a travel barrier include North Ave &
Ethan Allen Pkwy, Archibald St & Spring
St, Route 7 & Prospect Pkwy, and Pine
St & Flynn Ave. All are on the City’s list
of the 33 intersections to staff.
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Infrastructure
Recommendations

These tables outline potential projects o be
undertaken by BSD, City Departments, and
partner agencies that can support safe travel
to school.

•

Intersection/Crossing Improvements.
Improve pedestrian safety.
Multimodal Corridor Improvements.
Slow traffic and include intersection and
streetscape improvements along an entire
corridor.

T

•

New Bike Facilities.

•

Intersection/Crossing Improvements.

•

On Campus Improvements.

•

Bus Stop Changes.

DR

•

City to work with the CCRPC to request
a traffic count at an intersection while
school is in session. Once this traffic
data is obtained, the City can perform
a crosswalk warrant analysis at the
intersection.

AF

Project types include:
• Shared Use Paths. This type of study
would determine the best alignments,
costs, and any permitting requirements
for a new shared use path. The City and/
or BSD can use this Scoping Study to
plan for construction.

•

New Sidewalks.

•

New Crosswalks. For all new crosswalk
recommendations, the next step is for the

Shared Use Path entering Hunt Campus
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Shared Use Paths
Owner(s)

Partners

Study a connection to the 127 bike
BSD +
path entrance at the end of Ethan Allen
City
Parkway that connects to the future path
in Shifilliti Park.
City
Evaluate options for a shared use path
connecting the 127 bike path to North
Avenue. This should explore options
using the 127 ramp from the Ethan Allen
Homestead, or the pedestrian bridge
over 127 to the north.
BSD, City
BSD and the City should begin
conversations with private property
owners for an easement for a shared use
path connecting Champlain Elementary
to Birchcliff Pkwy and Shelburne St.

CCRPC

Page
Reference
50

BPRW,
CCRPC,
Burlington
Wildways,
BSD

56

CCRPC,
Private
Landowners

121

AF

Champlain

Project

T

School /
Location
Hunt & CP
Smith /
127 Path
Connection
BHS / 127
ramp to North
Ave

DR

Projects in bold represent projects also recommended in the PlanBTV Walk Bike.
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Traffic Changes
Project

Owner(s)

Partners

IAA / Walnut St

Create a one-way segment on Walnut Street, between Willow St and
Archibald St. Work with CCRPC to study the traffic impacts of this
change, and consider a demonstration project to test this idea.

City

CCRPC,
BSD

Multimodal Corridor Improvements

T

School / Location

Project

Owner(s)

Partners

IAA & SA/ Archibald Street

Evaluate traffic calming features and intersection improvements along
Archibald Street, which is designated as a corridor slow zone (design
for <25mph), and improve crossings along the Archibald Street corridor
to meet ADA standards.
Evaluate traffic calming features and intersection improvements along
Shelburne Street, which is designated as a corridor slow zone (design
for <25mph).

City

CCRPC,
BSD

City

CCRPC,
BSD

Champlain / Shelburne St

AF

School / Location

Page
Reference
107

Page
Reference
60

73

DR

Projects in bold represent projects also recommended in the PlanBTV Walk Bike.
Projects that are highlighted in green represent updates to existing infrastructure for ADA compliance.
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New Sidewalks
Build a new sidewalk on the north side of Starr Farm
Road.
Build a new sidewalk on the east side of Ethan Allen
Parkway between Ira Lane and the trail entrance across
the street from Farrington Parkway, or evaluate adding
a new crosswalk across Ethan Allen Parkway at the
trail entrance and Farrington Parkway.
Build new sidewalks on the four roads in this
neighborhood, including Vesthaven Drive, Morgan
Street, Algird Street, and Pennington Drive.

City

Page
Reference
82

City

91

T

Owner(s)

City

52

AF

Flynn & Hunt
/ Vesthaven
Drive
neighborhood
Flynn & Hunt
/ Green Acres
neighborhood
Champlain
Elementary
/ Home Ave
& Flynn Ave
neighborhood

Project

Build new sidewalks on Cottage Grove, Loaldo Drive,
Green Acres Drive, and Cross Parkway.

City

52

Build new sidewalks on street segments in this
neighborhood that currently lack sidewalks. Update
all existing crosswalks in this neighborhood with ADA
compliant features.

City

75

DR

School /
Location
Flynn / Starr
Farm Road
CP Smith /
Ethan Allen
Parkway

Projects in bold represent projects also recommended in the PlanBTV Walk Bike.
Projects that are highlighted in green represent updates to existing infrastructure for ADA
compliance.
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New Crosswalks

Owner(s)

Partners

Allocate funding to realign this intersection
and install a crosswalk on the southern
approach of North Ave, as recommended in
the North Ave corridor study.

City

CCRPC

Page
Reference
52

Consider installing crosswalks across
Willow Street and Walnut Street’s southern
approach to the intersection.
Ira Allen Early Consider installing a crosswalk across
Ed / Prospect N Prospect St at Brookes Ave. Curb
St & Brookes ramps already exist on the west side of N
Ave
Prospect St.
Ira Allen Early Consider installing a midblock crossing at
Ed / Pearl St & Pearl St and Williams St. Consider adding
Williams St
an RRFB (Rectangular Rapid-Flashing
Beacon) due to the high traffic volumes on
Pearl St.

City

CCRPC

107

City

T

Project

CCRPC

65

AF

School /
Location
Hunt & CP
Smith /
North Ave &
Shore Road &
Heineberg Rd
IAA / Walnut St
& Willow St

CCRPC

65

DR

City
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New Bike Facilities
Project

Owner(s)
City, BSD

Page
Reference
52

City

50

City

CCRPC,
BSD

99

AF

Build bike lanes on North Ave north of
Plattsburg Ave.
Build neighborhood greenways on
Gosse Court, Farrington Parkway, and
Heineberg Road.
BHS
Install secure bicycle parking in the
Downtown
vicinity of downtown BHS, which can be
used by students in the short term and
by the general public in the long term.
Consider a bicycle locker or secure
shelter.
Hunt & CP
Evaluate alternatives that provide
Smith / Ethan bicycle accommodations for elementary
Allen Parkway and middle school-aged children
along the entire length of Ethan Allen
Parkway.
IAA /
Evaluate alternatives that provide
Manhattan Dr bicycle accommodations for
elementary school-aged children on
Manhattan Drive, from Park St to
Spring St.
Edmunds / Consider options like widening the
South Union sidewalk to a shared use path on the
Street
east side of S Union St. This should
be incorporated with a larger project
that studies bicycle connectivity along
the entire South Union Street corridor.

Partners

T

School /
Location
Flynn / North
Ave
Hunt & CP
Smith

CCRPC,
BSD

50

City

CCRPC,
BSD

60

CCRPC,
BSD

67

DR

City

City

Projects in bold represent projects also recommended in the PlanBTV Walk Bike.
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Intersection/Crossing Improvements
Project

Owner(s)

Flynn / North Ave & Barley Rd

At the North Ave & Barley Road crosswalk, install fluorescent yellowgreen school crosswalk signs. Also consider gateposting the signs so that
there are crosswalk signs on both sides of the road facing both directions.
Improve the visibility of the mid block crossing at Ira Lane by building a
curb extension on the west side of the road, where cars often pull over
during drop off and pick up.
At the North Ave crosswalks at Cambrian Rise and Strong Street,
update crosswalk signs to all be fluorescent yellow-green in color. Also
consider gateposting the signs so that there are crosswalk signs on
both sides of the road facing both directions.
Install curb extensions and a neighborhood traffic circle, or a raised
intersection to slow traffic and improve pedestrian crossings at this
intersection.
Relocate the pedestrian signal pole and signal.

City

Page
Reference
52

City

91

City

58

City

60

City

62

City

113

City

113

City

69

City

67

BHS / North Ave

IAA / Archibald St & Intervale
Ave
SA / North Ave & North St

Upgrade the North Street, Murray Street, and Rose Street intersection
to a raised intersection as proposed in PlanBTV Walk Bike. Consider
extending the raised intersection about 30 feet west to include the SA’s
North Street entrance.
Remove parking spaces on North Street adjacent to Rose Street to
improve sight distance.
When designing the protected bike lanes on Main Street, consider
improvements that will make students crossing the street more visible
when there is a car stopped just east of the crosswalk. This could include
bringing the northern curb extension out into the road so that people
waiting to cross are visible to drivers.
Update the crossing with ADA compliant ramps and increase visibility with
School Crossing signs.

DR

SA / North St & Rose St

AF

CP Smith / Ethan Allen Parkway

T

School / Location

SA / North St & Rose St

Edmunds / Main St Midblock

Edmunds / S Union St & King St

18

Projects in bold represent projects also recommended in the PlanBTV Walk Bike.
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Intersection/Crossing Improvements (Continued)
Project
Evaluate crossing improvements at this intersection. Consider an
exclusive pedestrian phase or adding a leading pedestrian interval for
the Willard Street crossing.
Edmunds/ Main St & S Union St Evaluate crossing improvements and ADA access at this intersection,
including curb extensions on Main Street and bicycle accommodations.
Edmunds / College St & S
Evaluate intersection improvements, like converting this intersection
Willard St
to a four-way stop or adding pedestrian signals with LPIs (Leading
Pedestrian Intervals) and curb extensions.
SA / North St & Park St
Evaluate intersection improvements that reduce traffic speeds and provide
more physical separation between people walking and driving on at the
North St & Park St intersection.

AF

T

School / Location
Edmunds/ Main St &
S Willard St

Partners
CCRPC, BSD

Page Reference
67

CCRPC, BSD

69

CCRPC

71

CCRPC, BSD

62

DR

Projects in bold represent projects also recommended in the PlanBTV Walk Bike.
Projects that are highlighted in green represent updates to existing infrastructure for ADA compliance.
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Campus Specific Improvements

Project
Improve one-way signage and add one-way arrow pavement
markings at school circle.
Hunt / On Campus
Mark a crossing at the path/parking lot intersection to give path
users the right-of-way and alert drivers to look out for people
walking and bicycling.
Ira Allen Early Ed / On Reconfigure that parking area so that there is a continuous
Campus
sidewalk along the southwest edge of the parking lot to the
building’s entrance.
Edmunds / On Campus Create a policy to dismiss students at the rear entrances of
Building B to encourage pick up on Maple Street. Designate
a vehicle loading/unloading lane on the north side of Maple
Street (Mon-Fri) and remove parking on the south side of
Maple Street.

Owner(s)
BSD

Partners
School Staff

Page Reference
82

BSD

School Staff

86

BSD

School Staff

103

CCRPC

117

BSD, City

CCRPC

121

Owner(s)
City, GMT

Partners
BSD, CCRPC

Page Reference
86

City, GMT

BSD, CCRPC

95

BSD

School Staff

39

T

School / Location
Flynn / On Campus

School / Location
Hunt / North Ave
Southbound Bus Stop

BHS / North Ave
Northbound Bus Stop
Downtown BHS / DTC

20
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Bus Stop Changes

Realign the parking lot to replace on-street pick up and drop off
from Pine Street.

DR

Champlain / On
Campus

BSD, City

Project
Move the southbound bus stop to the other side of Woodbury
Road, in front the restaurant on the southwest corner of the
intersection. This may require adding a new crosswalk on the
southern leg of this intersection, which is currently the only
approach without one. If the bus stop is moved, an exclusive
pedestrian phase should also be considered at this signal so
that students can get from the shared use path on campus to
the bus stop in one pedestrian phase.
Move the North Avenue northbound bus stop to the north of the
Institute Road intersection.
Educate students about the safety hazard of walking in the
DTC northbound bus lane and ask them to walk along the
southbound lane where there is a sidewalk.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Coordination Recommendations
These tables call out specific coordination
strategies that can be utilized to strengthen
inter-agency and community communication,
and support safe travel to school.

Community Outreach & Coordination

Since school start and end times are almost
always at the same time throughout the year,
coordinating delivery times so they don’t occur
during school pick up and drop off times could
solve this problem.
SA / North St Encourage drop off in the parking lot off of N
Area
Champlain Street. In addition, BSD and the
City should identify parking lots nearby that
may have extra capacity during school pick up
and drop off, where families can park and walk
a block or so with their students. The ONE
Community Center parking lot off of North
Street could be an option; the City and BSD
could approach ONE Community Center to see
if this would be acceptable.

City, BSD

City, BSD

DR

IAA & SA/
Dot’s Market
and Ray’s
Seafood

Owner(s)

Partners

Page
Reference
103

AF

School /
Project
Location
Ira Allen Early BSD and the City should engage UVM to
Ed / Trail
create a pedestrian path linking these trails to
an entrance to the pre-school, and to provide
trail markers or signage along the trail.

T

A Miscellaneous Traffic Improvements table
is included here as well.

City, BSD

UVM,
CCRPC,
BPRW
Riverwatch
Condo Assn
CEDO,
Dot’s, Ray’s

Var. Private
Businesses,
BPRW

62

112

21
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Miscellaneous Traffic Improvements
Partners

T

GMT

Page
Reference
93

CCRPC

69

DR

AF

School /
Project
Owner(s)
Location
BHS / North Lowering the personal vehicle traffic
BSD
Ave & Institute demand during the during school open
Road
and close is the most efficient way to
reduce congestion at this intersection
during pick up and drop off. To accomplish
this, consider improving busing options for
high schoolers and staggering school end
times.
Edmunds /
Review the parking restriction and
City
Main Street pedestrian signage along the block of Main
Street between Willard and Union, and
remove those that are unnecessary.

22
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Programming
Recommendations
Project

Partners
School Staff, Sara Holbrook
Center

BSD

School Staff

T

Burlington School District should conduct a campus-wide effort to ensure that
age-appropriate programming opportunities are available to all Burlington School
District schools, and that personnel resources are sufficient to ensure their
ongoing use and success.
This document should be shared with all new administrators and principals as
part of the onboarding process, to help them understand transportation issues and
opportunities at their schools.

Owner(s)
BSD

DR

AF

Read more about programming on pages 43-44.
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Programming Partners

Active Transportation Programming Partners

Existing Programs
Earn a Bike program
Youth Mechanic Programs
Kid’s Bike Bonanza
Way and Roll to School Challenge
Winter Walk to School Day

Vermont Education
Health Initiative
Local Motion/Safe
Routes to School

Health Challenges to encourage physical activity

Sara Holbrook
Center
Burlington Walk/
Bike Council
(BWBC)
Chittenden Area
Transportation
Management
Association

24

AF

Partner Description
501c3 bike shop with a mission to make
bikes affordable, teach children to ride and
fix bikes, and train mechanics.
Way to Go! Program Safe Routes to School Affiliate, associated
with VTrans, Local Motion, and CCRPC
Non-profit provider of school employee
benefits
State wide active transportation advocacy
organization

Support School Travel Plan Updates
Support Travel Counts
Learn to ride a bike programs
After school enrichment programs

DR

Partner
Old Spokes Home

T

This page provides contacts for current and
potential/future travel programming partners.
These partners can support Burlington
School District’s development of safe and
equitable travel options.

After school educational/recreational
partner

All volunteer advisory council to the City of
Burlington
Non-profit organization administering
transportation demand management
programs

BWBC leads advocacy efforts and organizes
events that promote and celebrate walking and
biking in Burlington and beyond.
Administer and manage customized, turn-key
transportation demand management (TDM)
programs that offer a better way to get to work,
save money, reduce parking challenges and
congestion, and cut carbon emissions.

Contact
Jon Copans, Executive Director
jon@oldspokeshome.com
802-863-4475
Bryan Davis, CCRPC
bdavis@ccrpcvt.org
802-861-0129
Mark Hage, Director of Benefits
802-223-5040
Mary Catherine Graziano
marycatherine@localmotion.org
Gracie Harvey
802-862-6342 x302
gharvey@saraholbrookcc.org
Nicole Losch, Senior Planner
802-391-6809
nlosch@burlingtonvt.gov
Sandy Thibault, Executive Director
802-881-0283 x3
sandy@catmavt.org
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Community Engagement
transportation programming at each school.
Insights from these interviews are woven
throughout this Travel Plan document.
Overall takeaways include:
• Active transportation programs are not
implemented consistently throughout
the District; their existence depends
almost entirely on volunteer efforts from
interested staff.

33

Sustainability Academy

27

•

Prior to the interviews, some BSD
principals (especially the newer ones)
were not completely aware of all the
active transportation programs available
to their schools.

Full notes from principal interviews are
available in Appendix B.

DR

J.J. Flynn Elementary

AF

T

How do people travel to school? What are
Engagement of families and staff was
perceived barriers to active transportation
led by the Burlington School District
modes? What safety concerns do families
communications team. This team created
and staff have when they think about
a marketing plan to announce public
traveling to school? In order to answer
engagement opportunities through 14 direct
these questions, the project team asked the
announcements between April and June
community. Through a public walk audit
2021. These announcements utilized BSD
social media, mass emails, Front Porch
app, online survey, and interviews with
school principals, data relating to Burlington
Forum posts, and direct text messages to
School District travel was collected and
parents and caregivers. .
1. What School doCOUNTA
you attend?
of 1. What School do you attend?
processed in order to inform Travel Plan
0
recommendations.
Principal Interviews
C.P. Smith Elementary
55
The project team conducted interviews with
Champlain Elementary
52
It is noteworthy thatEdmunds
this effort
took
place
the principals of the 10 schools in this study,
Elementary / Middle School
67
during an unprecedented
year,
requiring
not
Hunt Middle School
39
to help understand both on-the-ground
Arts Academy
50
only remote learning,Integrated
but remote
engagement
transportation issues and the current active
1
methods as well. Ira Allen Preschool

Engagement Efforts
Grand Total
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324

The public engagement phase of this
project took place in the final months of the
2020/21 school year. Due to Vermont State
Health Department guidance at the time,
in-person gatherings were discouraged. To
better understand existing community travel
patterns, the project team instead relied on
detailed online travel surveys and a custom
do-it-yourself (DIY) walk audit application.
Community perspectives and perceptions
regarding these trips were also recorded.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

School Attended for PreK - 8 Survey Responses

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Two online surveys were developed, one
for pre-K through 8th grade students and
families, and another for the older students.

PreK-8 travel distances and seasonal modeshare

120 unique responses were recorded for the
high school travel survey, with responses
addressing both the Institute Road campus,
as well as the current downtown campus.

The pattern of the results points to strong
advantages enjoyed by BSD, such as the
City’s compact size, resulting in only 11% of
PreK-8 respondents living further than two
miles from school. This number leaps to
51% for high school respondents. Combined
with high rates of walking and bicycling
throughout the survey responses, this
points to the City and District’s success in
promoting active transportation.

Survey Results

The findings of the travel survey are
discussed in greater detail within the existing
conditions chapter of this document. More

DR

About how far to you live from school?

detailed city-wide results are discussed
alongside campus-specific responses
throughout the District.

AF

Recognizing how travel patterns often
change for students once they reach driving
age, the high school survey asked similar
questions but tailored the language to drivers
rather than families and student passengers.
325 unique responses were collected for the
PreK-8 survey, with per-school participation
ranging from a high of 67 for Edmunds

Elementary to a low of one (1) response for
Ira Allen Preschool. The average response
rate was 46 per school.

T

School Surveys

How do you travel to and from school throughout the year? Please select the one way you travel
most frequently per season. (Answer based on how you travel during non-covid times.)

High school travel distances and seasonal modeshare
About how far to you live from school?

How do you travel to and from school throughout the year? Please select the one way you travel
most frequently per season. (Answer based on how you travel during non-covid times.)
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Additional “open ended” survey comments
and suggestions shared by members of the
public regarding travel to and from their
schools are available in Appendix C.

•

A desire for more continuous, dedicated
sidewalks and bicycle lanes

•

A lack of crossing guards in key locations

•

A call for clearer guidance for vehicle
circulation at pickup and dropoff

Walk Audits

Travel barriers and other concerns were
self-reported by students, staff, and families
via a DIY walk audit app. This web-based app
allowed users to provide detailed feedback
and photographs, combined with GPS-based
location references. This input enabled
the project team to identify and organize
the types and locations of travel barriers
encountered on walks to school.

DR

These comments are useful in gathering
public input that is not easily captured by the
more quantitative survey questions. These
open-ended comments primarily offered
additional detail regarding safety concerns,
such as:

The need for more visible and clearly
marked crosswalks.

28

Walk Audit Trends

134 unique responses were recorded through
use of the DIY walk audit app, identifying
travel barriers and walking issues across
the City. The majority of responses were
clustered around Edmunds, Integrated Arts
Academy, CP Smith Academy and Champlain
Elementary.
80% of the responses came from families,
and only 1.5% from the students themselves.
The remaining 18.5% of responses were
from school staff. Responses illustrated the
following trends:

T

Open-Ended Survey Comments

•

AF

Not surprisingly, the greatest impediment to
less auto-centric travel is Vermont’s hard
winter. Cycling as a mode choice takes a
strong drop during winter months. Walking
rates also decline during winter, although
many students and families do still walk to
school despite the snow and cold.

•

There were more concerns regarding
morning travel than end of school or after
school travel.

•

Street and driveway crossing and vehicle
conflicts were the most commonly
reported issues. (The third most common
issue category was “other.”)

•

The need for crossing improvements was
the most commonly selected method to
address crossing safety issues.

•

Congestion was the most commonly
identified vehicular issue.

•

Among bicycle access issues, the lack
of dedicated facilities was the most
commonly cited concern.

This wordcloud offers a visual summary of the open-ended Walk Audit input.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Walk Audit Geography

DR

AF

The map at the right illustrates the issue
categories recorded through the DIY app,
including their locations relative to school
campuses.

T

The DIY web-based app that the project team
developed to receive walk audit information
also recorded GPS-based location data for
each record.
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Appendices
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Travel Plans
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Travel Plans
Multi-Scale Analysis

This chapter offers an in-depth look at travel by students, families,
and caregivers to and from school.

T

Travel patterns and the associated streets, sidewalks, pathways and
parking lots can best be understood at different scales, both broad
and focused. For that reason, this chapter breaks its analysis into
three scaled categories:

AF

City Travel

This broad-scale view looks at the School District and the City as an
integrated service network connecting all school campuses.

DR

Neighborhood Travel

This medium-scale view offers greater insight into the access
barriers and opportunities in the northern, central, and southern
neighborhoods surrounding the BSD campuses.

Campus Access

This campus-scale view examines specific campus elements, such
as entrances, driveways, parking areas and walkways. They address
understand how people get around on campus, and how each
campus interfaces directly with the City’s transportation network.
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T

City Travel
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City Travel
Several key questions are pursued in this
section, in order to better understand
opportunities and challenges related to
school travel across the entire City.

What are City-wide School Travel
Issues?

District-related transportation issues exist
throughout the City. Key issues include:
Students using public transit to get to
school

•

Crossing guard staffing at intersections
throughout the City

•

Active transportation programming at
schools throughout the District

DR

•

AF

This question is considered through a review
of demographic data. This data is useful
to understand where school age residents
reside in the community, and whether
income levels or automobile ownership may
affect school travel patterns.

T

Who Lives in Burlington?

34

Walkers, bicyclists, and drivers on North Avenue

City | Neighborhood | Campus
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Demographics

2020 Average Household Income

Hunt
Middle

Horizons
Program

CP Smith
Elementary

DR

AF

Data produced by ESRI, based on data from
the US Census Bureau, shows that the
average household income in Burlington
varies widely. The average household
income in the New North End is in the
middle-income range with some portions
along the lake shore in the upper-income
range. The Old North End block group has
a lower-income range, while the South End
block groups have a mix of lower, middle,
and upper-income levels.

Flynn
Elementary

T

Demographic factors such as income, vehicle
ownership, and race can be correlated to
how people travel. Demographic data are
presented here by the smallest geographic
unit available, which is “block group” for
average household income, and “census
tract” for race and vehicle availability.

Race and Hispanic Origin

Burlington’s residents are predominantly
white, based on the US Census American
Community Survey data (not mapped in
this report). The census tract where the
non-Hispanic white population is the least
predominant is in the Old North End, where
64.2% of the population is white alone,
16.2% is black or African American, and
12.3% is Asian alone. The other census
tracts in Burlington are 80% or more white
alone.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

BHS &
BTC

IAA
IAEE

SA
BHS & BTC
Temporary
Location

Edmunds
Middle &
Elementary

Champlain
Elementary

City | Neighborhood | Campus
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Hunt
Middle

Horizons
Program

DR

The census tracts that have more households
with no vehicle access also align with the
lower-income level block groups shown
in the previous map. This data show that
there is a sizable portion of the population
near several BSD schools with no access
to a vehicle, which points toward a need
for improved multimodal access to these
schools, in order to provide equitable travel
options to school.

Flynn
Elementary

36

Recommendation
Continue to track demographics city-wide,
to promote equitable distribution of school
resources. Investigate development of City
resources that can provide more fine-grained
data than the US Census.

City | Neighborhood | Campus

CP Smith
Elementary

T

The data in the map to the right shows the
percent of households with no vehicles
available by census tract (the most specific
geographic unit available). The higher the
percentage, the more houses in that census
tract that do not have a vehicle available.
Most census tracts in Burlington show that
between 6 and 20% of households do not
have any vehicles available to them. In one
tract, encompassing the IAA, SA, Edmunds
and Champlain Elementary schools,
between 21 and 35.6% of households do
not have a vehicle available. This may help
explain survey results that indicate a higher
proportion of walkers/bikers to drivers at
Edmunds and Champlain.

AF

Households with No Vehicle Available

BHS &
BTC

IAA

SA
BHS & BTC
Temporary
Location

IAEE

Edmunds
Middle &
Elementary

Champlain
Elementary
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Green Mountain/BSD Transit

AF

Much more than a Burlington transit
service provider, GMT was formed in 2016
from the merger of the Chittenden County
Transportation Authority (CCTA) and GMT.
As such, GMT is chartered to provide public
transit services to Chittenden, Franklin,
Grand Isle, Lamoille, and Washington
counties.

T

Burlington School District has a unique
public transit arrangement for its students.
Aside from students with special needs, all
Burlington School District transit needs are
served by Green Mountain Transit (GMT).

DR

For over 20 years, GMT and its predecessor
CCTA have provided public transit services
to BSD through School Tripper routes that
serve a majority of the campuses studied
as part of this plan. School Tripper routes
are free for students who live more than 0.7
miles away from the school they attend, and
$0.60 per ride for students living closer.
This arrangement creates value for BSD in
reducing the District’s cost of busing, but
also creates challenges where the GMT
services are not coordinated or optimized
for District service, needs, and timing. The
broad geographic area served by this transit
agency includes the most urban, but also
many highly rural, communities in Vermont.
This can create disparate and competing
interests within the District.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

School Trippers (AM & PM)
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The table included in this chapter outlines
the current series of GMT School Tripper
bus arrivals and departures as of Fall 2021.
Areas that do not have any bus service are
highlighted, along with the schedules that
do not allow sufficient time between class
dismissal and bus departure. (However, in
practice, these times may flex somewhat to
allow for students to access their rides.)

•

Adjust GMT and/or BSD scheduling
processes to overlap during critical
planning periods.

Behavioral Challenges

The training of public transit operators
and public educators is, by necessity,
quite different. This can lead to challenges
monitoring and addressing any inappropriate
behavior of school students on GMT routes.
If a member of the public is causing a
disturbance on the bus, they can be removed
from the vehicle. However, this is not a
viable solution when an elementary or middle
school aged child is misbehaving.
To allow smoother operations, improved
methods are needed to identify and resolve
behavior issues on the GMT School Trippers.
Currently, there are delays in resolving
issues due to the communication chain
from transit operator, to dispatch, to BSD
representative, to school administrator, to
student or families. A more streamlined
process could better address behaviorrelated issues.

DR

The current School Tripper service functions
for the regular school day, but after school
activities are not accommodated, and student
passes do not work after 7pm.

Consider adjusting portions of the school
schedule to allow consistent planning by
GMT administrators.

T

Currently, GMT provides School Tripper
service to all BSD campuses with the
exception of Sustainability Academy, Ira Allen
Early Education, and Burlington High school
(BHS). BHS is served by regular transit
routes rather than dedicated school tripper
routes, and the Ira Allen Campus is served by
limited Burlington School District busing.

•

AF

Timing Challenges

These timing challenges are due in part to
BSD and GMT maintaining separate planning
processes, with critical school schedule and
route decisions made at different times of the
year.

38

Recommendations
• Establish quarterly meetings between
GMT and BSD staff to discuss anticipated
scheduling issues and campus-specific
concerns.

City | Neighborhood | Campus

Note that BSD, rather than the city’s
transportation professionals, are responsible
for addressing student behavioral issues.
Recommendations
• Coordinate with GMT to understand
behavior issues on School Tripper routes.

Green Mountain Transit Service Areas

•

Ensure that GMT/BSD communication is
as efficient as possible in addressing new
or ongoing behavior-related issues.

•

Assign existing or new BSD staff to bus
routes to monitor and address behaviorrelated issues.

Resource Constraints

Many of these challenges could be addressed
by adding additional routes, or staff to ride
the bus with students. These solutions
require additional or reallocated resources.
GMT has few additional resources to spend,
particularly as ridership has dropped
significantly due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Recommendations
• Review existing and forecasted BSD
budgets to identify resources that could
be allocated or reallocated to improve
and support Green Mountain Transit
capacity, access, and staffing specific to
BSD needs.
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Transit and School Schedule Timing Table
School

Event

Time

Transit Service

Time between school
and bus (minutes)

GMT Line

First Bell
Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

8:15:00 AM
01:50:00 PM
02:50:00 PM
05:30:00 PM

8:05:00 AM
01:55:00 PM
02:50:00 PM

10
5
0

34
41
41

First Bell

8:00:00 AM

7:41:00 AM
7:55:00 AM
2:05:00 AM
3:05:00 AM

19
5
5
5

36
34
49
49

8:10:00 AM
01:50:00 PM
02:50:00 PM
05:30:00 PM

7:46:00 AM
01:55:00 PM
02:55:00 PM

24
5
5

36
42
42

First Bell

9:00:00 AM

7:30:00 AM
7:56:00 AM
8:03:00 AM
8:04:00 AM

90
64
57
56

34
36
26
37

Dismissal
After School

03:15:00 PM
-

First Bell
Dismissal
After School

9:00:00 AM
02:00:00 PM
-

Flynn

02:00:00 PM
03:00:00 PM
05:00:00 PM

AF

Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

T

Hunt

CP Smith

First Bell
Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

DR

BHS Downtown

Ira Allen Early Ed

Ira Allen Early Ed is served by BSD (yellow school buses), not
related to GMT)
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Transit and School Schedule Timing Table (continued)
School

Event

Time

Transit Service

Time between school
and bus (minutes)

GMT Line

First Bell

8:10:00 AM

7:58:00 AM
7:27:00 AM

12
33

26
34

Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

01:50:00 PM
02:50:00 PM
05:30:00 PM

First Bell
Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

8:10:00 AM
01:50:00 PM
02:50:00 PM
05:30:00 PM

First Bell

7:55:00 AM

Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

02:00:00 PM
02:55:00 PM
05:00:00 PM

First Bell

8:10:00 AM

Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

01:50:00 PM
02:50:00 PM
5:30:00 AM

First Bell
Wednesday Dismissal
Dismissal
After School

8:10:00 AM
01:50:00 PM
02:50:00 PM
05:30:00 PM

Sustainability Academy isn’t serviced by GMT School Tripper
Routes

AF

SA

T

IAA

DR

Edmunds Middle

7:35:00 AM
7:36:00 AM
7:40:00 AM
02:10:00 PM
3:10:00 AM

20
19
15
10
15

34
37
26
44,45,47
44,45,47

7:35:00 AM
7:36:00 AM
7:40:00 AM
02:10:00 PM
3:10:00 AM

35
34
30
20
20

34
37
26
44,45,47
44,45,47

7:44:00 AM
01:55:00 PM
2:55:00 AM

26
5
5

37
44,47,48
44,47,48

Edmunds Elementary

Champlain Elementary
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Downtown Transit Center &
Downtown BHS

Obstructed View at one way entry from Cherry St.

DR

Student Travel Path
Safe Travel Path

Transit
Center

Conflict Zone

Recommendations
• Directly communicate with all DtBHS
students the risks involved in taking the
“shortcut” to school.
•

Begin dialog with adjacent church
property owners to allow more direct
walking access between Transit Center
and church property.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Church St.

Although this issue is temporary, and
Burlington High school will return to 52
Institute Road, this safety issue should be
considered for simple infrastructure or
educational (awareness) solutions.

AF

Many students are looking to take the most
convenient walking route between the
Transit Center and their campus. This route,
pictured below right, creates significant foot
traffic through the western bus access of the
Transit Center, which lacks sidewalk and
therefore limits driver visibility of students.

T

The proximity between the current
Downtown Burlington High School campus
and Downtown Transit Center creates an
ideal environment for more students to use
public transit. However, there are important
safety and behavioral issues to consider.

Cherry St

DtBHS
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The City and District should work
together to monitor which intersections
have staff that show up daily, and which
intersections are highest priority to
staff with consistent crossing guards.
Based on this project’s travel surveys,
intersections that are not consistently
staffed with crossing guards but feel
like a travel barrier include North Ave &
Ethan Allen Pkwy, Archibald St & Spring
St, Route 7 & Prospect Pkwy, and Pine
St & Flynn Ave. All are on the City’s list
of the 33 intersections to staff.
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The City and District could work together
to create a program for high school
and college students to receive credit,
community service hours, or payment, in
order to more fully staff crossing guard
locations.
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Leddy Park
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Recommendations
• Consider expanding the crossing guard
staffing system to both school-led hires
and City-led hires. Expanding the ability
of individual campuses and the School
District to staff these positions, supported
by the City, rather than the current model
of schools reliant only on City-filled
positions, could expand the pool of talent
available for these positions.

•

Starr Farm
Beach

rv a le

•

e
Av
Malletts B a y

Schools and the District shouldCrossing Issue
Sparse
include announcements that the City
Dense
is hiring crossing guards in regular
communications.

Feet

4,0

Pine St

In order to support safer school crossings,
the City of Burlington and BSD should work
together to explore alternative staffing
models to add more crossing guards to the
overall school system.

•

When there are direct requests to the
City for additional crossing guards, the
requesting school should receive a map
and list of crossing guard locations and a
direct link to the City’s job advertisement
for crossing guards.
School Campus

4,000
Macrae
Farm
Park

Pine St

Many school principals interviewed as
part of this Travel Plan expressed a need
for more crossing guards at or near their
school, but maintaining these positions has
proven challenging. Based on our review
of the public input and as illustrated to the
right, crossing guards are already staffed
where crossing issues have been reported.
However, due perhaps to the part time and
low wage nature of these positions, many
crossing guard positions are unfilled.

•

Consider employing BSD para-educators
as crossing guards. As these employees
are already working with students at
BSD, crossing guard duties could be
as simple as shifting hours to include
before/after school hours.

te
In

The City of Burlington Department of Public
Works pays crossing guards at 33 locations
throughout the City to help people cross the
road safely before and after school (see a list
of these locations in Appendix D).

•

AF

Crossing Guards

Macrae Farm
Park Half Moon Cove
Wildlife
Management
Area
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Programming Overview

In coming years, Burlington School District
should conduct a district-wide effort to
ensure that age-appropriate programming
opportunities are available at all its schools,
and that personnel resources are sufficient to
ensure programming success.

These tables are tools that should be shared
with all new administrators and principals as
part of the onboarding process, in order to
help them understand transportation issues
and opportunities at their school.

AF

T

Schools are in the business of teaching
people how to do new things. Learning to
safely ride a bicycle, walk, or take a bus
across the City of Burlington is a learned
skill, no different from algebra, biology, or
computer programming. Active transportation
programming can enrich student life and
improve student safety and wellness while
contributing to reduced traffic impacts at
each campus during drop off and pickup
Elementary School Programming
hours.
School/Location
Existing Programs

The tables on these pages outline the current
programs at each school, and their relevant
partners. Note that some schools have
relatively little current programming.

Champlain
Elementary
CP Smith
Elementary

DR

BSD schools currently employ a wide range
of programs to help educate their students
and staff on how to safely and enjoyably
travel to and from school every day without
using a personal vehicle. The programs
offered at specific BSD schools are outlined
in the following tables.

These programs vary across schools,
educational levels served, and location within
the City. They often rely on a passionate
staff member or parent volunteer who finds
time to deliver such programs. Therefore,
programming opportunities are not evenly
spread across all campuses. The District
should work with its project partners and on
each campus to ensure that all schools have
equitable access and program support.

Flynn
Elementary
Sustainability
Academy

Integrated Arts
Academy

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Bicycle Field Trips

Physical Education Bicycle
Elements
Learn to Ride Program
Way to Go! Challenge
Vermont Education Health
Initiative

How to Ride a Bike
Bike Bonanza
National Walk to School Day
(pre COVID)
3rd Grade Travel Mode
Survey
Walking Field Trips
Morning Movement
How to Ride a Bike

Programming Leaders

Outside Partners

Teachers & Volunteer
Parents
School PE Teacher

Sailing Center
Ethan Allen Homestead

VEHI Coordinator

PE Teacher
PE Teacher
Staff
3rd Grade Students &
Teachers
Staff
Staff
PE Teacher

Lowe’s, Old Spokes Home
Way to Go! Program
VEHI

Local Motion
Old Spokes Home

Local Motion

43

Age Specific Programming

Middle School Programming

Hunt Middle
School

Rotational program (art/wellness/elective)
offers a bicycle safety course
School maintains fleet of bicycles for
programmatic use
Active Transportation guidance published
each year
Leads by Example - Principal and Staff are
regular bike commuters
Active Transportation guidance published
each year
After School Build a Bike Program

Programming
Leaders
Teaching Staff
Staff
Admin
Staff

Admin
Staff

After School Sara Holbrook Center
Programming

School/Location

DR

High Schools Programming

Outside
Partners

Existing Programs

Burlington
Technical Center
Burlington High Transit guidance published each year
School
Build a Bike Program

In discussions with school administrators, it
was recognized that the active transportation
educational needs of students evolve as they
age.
The first phase of teaching should be
approached as the “how” phase. How to ride
a bicycle. How to safely cross the street as
a pedestrian. How to read a bus schedule.
This phase is most applicable to elementary
school students, with lessons recurring
through middle school based on individual
exposure (or lack thereof) to moving through
Burlington without a car.

T

Edmunds
Middle School

Existing Programs

AF

School/Location

Programming
Leaders

Admin
Staff

Old Spokes
Home
Sara Holbrook
Center

Outside
Partners

GMT
Old Spokes
Home

The next phase of teaching is the “why”
phase. Why walking to school can make a
person feel more alert and improve mood.
Why riding a bicycle is better for air quality
than driving a car. Why riding the bus is a
more sustainable option than driving a car.
As students are learning the “hows” and
“whys” of active transportation, they will
need ongoing encouragement, from the
school and from peer groups. They will also
need to rely on quality infrastructure.

44
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Neighborhood Travel
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Neighborhood Travel

Issues identified in this section draw upon
input from several sources, including:
Public, crowd-sourced school surveys
and Walk Audits,

•

Technical Data including traffic volumes,
crash data, and infrastructure that exists
or is planned for walking and bicycling,

•

Project Team surveys and Walk Audits of
each campus.

DR

•

AF

The six neighborhood analysis areas were
chosen to center on one or more schools and
provide an opportunity review the barriers
to safe school travel and opportunities to
improve active transportation networks in
the area.

T

The neighborhood scale analysis considers
BSD schools and their travel patterns as
they relate to the broader network of streets
surrounding them.
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Neighborhood Travel Analysis
Boundaries

BSD Northern Neighborhoods

Flynn, Hunt, CP Smith and Horizons

•

52 Institute Road: BHS, BTC; and the
OnTOP Program

•

Integrated Arts Academy and
Sustainability Academy

52 Institute: BHS, BTC,
OnTOP Program

DR

•

Flynn
Elementary

Hunt
Middle

AF

The boundaries depicted on this page show
the extents of our neighborhood travel
analysis for:

Flynn, Hunt, CP Smith and Horizons

CP Smith
Elementary

T

The term “neighborhood” in this study refers
to the three or four blocks surrounding each
of the 10 BSD campuses. The map to the
right depicts the extents of the neighborhood
travel analyses for each school, or multiple
schools in the case of schools within
a few blocks of each other in similar
neighborhoods.

OnTOP

BHS &
BTC
IAA
SA

IAA and SA

IA

Edmunds

Downtown BHS
Champlain
Elementary
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The boundaries depicted on this page show
the extents of the neighborhood travel
analysis for:
Ira Allen Early Education

•

Edmunds Middle & Elementary Schools

•

Champlain Elementary

Flynn
Elementary

Hunt
Middle

CP Smith
Elementary

AF

T

•

BSD Campuses - Inset Maps (2 of 2)

DR

BHS &
BTC

IAA

IAEE

SA
Edmunds

Ira Allen Early Ed

Edmunds
Champlain
Champlain
Elementary
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Flynn, Hunt, CP Smith and Horizons
Travel Barriers (1 of 2)
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1. Multi Use Path Connectivity
Issue
The 127 bike path connects Ethan Allen Parkway
to Manhattan Drive in the Old North End, but
it ends with no bicycle facilities or indications
about how to get from the path’s end to any of
the schools in the New North End.

Informal Park Paths

Conditions on Ethan Allen Parkway

2. Multi Use Paths Needed in Schifilliti Park
Issue
Informal pathways have been established through
recreation fields as de-facto walking routes. For
ongoing recreation field use and improved access
for all abilities, improvements to these pathways
should be considered.

3. Ethan Allen Parkway
Issue
The bike lane and shared lane markings on
Ethan Allen Parkway end at Farrington Parkway,
about a block south of the CP Smith campus. In
addition, there is no formalized crossing facility
between Ethan Allen Park trails and CP Smith.

Recommendation
This project is already funded and is being
managed by the Burlington’s Department Parks,
Recreation, and Waterfront. Design will begin in
2022 with construction by 2024.

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike proposes a continuation of
shared lane markings for southbound bicycles
on Ethan Allen Parkway and a bike lane for
northbound bicycles. However, the sharrows
(share-the-road arrows) painted on street
pavement do little to accommodate elementary
school children on bicycles, and groups of
children are currently bicycling on the sidewalk.
In addition, many families indicated that the
sidewalk on Ethan Allen Parkway is in poor
condition, and that the bike lane is very narrow,
with poor pavement conditions that are not safe
to ride on.

DR

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike envisions this pathway
connecting directly with dedicated walking and
bicycling facilities, including a neighborhood
greenway along Gosse Court, Farrington
Parkway, Gazo Ave and a bike lane on Ethan

3

T

127 Bike Path Entrance

2

AF

1

Allen Parkway (see 3 ). Move forward with
installing these neighborhood greenways, and
provide clear bicycle transitions among the
facilities.

In addition, evaluate options to provide a clear
bicycle and pedestrian connection between the
127 multi-use path to the future Schifilliti Park
multi-use path.

50

Ethan Allen Parkway as a whole should be
reconsidered for separated bicycle facility
improvements that are comfortable for middle
and elementary-aged students.
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Flynn, Hunt, CP Smith and Horizons
Travel Barriers (2 of 2)
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6

7

No Place but the street

Where the Bike Lane Ends

6. Bike Lane Loss
Issue
The North Avenue bike lane ends a block shy
of Flynn Elementary. Though AADT counts are
not as high as their peak volumes south of this
location, there is still a need for improved safety
for bicycling along this corridor.

DR

4 & 5. Neighborhood Sidewalk Connectivity
Issue
These neighborhoods have a complete lack of
sidewalks. Prioritization of sidewalk installation
on major streets in these neighborhoods should
be considered, as both are within walking
distance to Flynn & Hunt.

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike proposes new sidewalks
on West Road and Stanbury Road. Given their
proximity to Flynn and Hunt, sidewalks should
also be considered in the neighborhood including
Pennington Drive, Algird Street, Morgan Street,
and Vesthaven Drive as well as Loaldo Drive/
Cottage Grove, Green Acres Drive and Cross
Parkway.

52

8

9
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4

This lack of a facility directly accessing the
school is a barrier that can be resolved with the
addition of a bike lane on North Avenue, to or
beyond Flynn Elementary.
Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike includes a bike lane on North
Ave north of Plattsburg Ave.

Busy Intersections on North Ave

7, 8 & 9. North Avenue Crossings
As recognized in both the Travel Survey, DIY
Walk Audit, and crash and AADT Data, North
Avenue presents a major barrier for walking and
bicycling access in this neighborhood. North
Avenue has numerous crossings that do not feel
safe to the average student or parent walking to
school. Crossings identified in the Walk Audits
include North Ave & Barley Rd, North Av & Shore
Rd, and North Ave & Ethan Allen Pkwy.
Recommendation
• North Ave & Barley Rd [7] - install improved
signage and consider installing an RRFB
•

North Ave & Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd [8] Allocate funding to realign this intersection
and install a crosswalk on the southern
approach of North Ave, as recommended in
the North Ave corridor study.

•

North Ave & Ethan Allen Pkwy [9] - Add curb
extension, add Little Eagle Bay into the signal,
and relocate entrance to Ethan Allen Park per
the North Ave Corridor Study.
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Plan BTV Walk Bike
recommendations as they
relate to school travel in this
neighborhood are referenced in
the recommendations section
of each travel barrier identified.
The full Long Term Plan for this
neighborhood from PlanBTV Walk
Bike is shown on the right.
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No Bike Path Connection on 127 to North Ave.
Image from Google Maps.

Inconvenient Bus Stop. Image from Google Maps.

2. Bus Schedule and Northbound Bus Stop on North
Ave
Issue
The northbound bus stop is approximately 280
feet south of the intersection. This causes
students to have to first cross North Avenue and
then cross Institute Road to get to the main path
to school.

DR

1. No Pathway Connection
Issue
The 127 bike path is a major bicycle route
between the Old North End and the New North
End, but it is missing a safe exit onto North
Avenue near BHS. There is currently an exit off
the bike path at Ethan Allen Homestead, but no
bicycle accommodations along the 127 highway
exit onto North Avenue.

3

T

2

AF

1

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike proposes a shared use path
connection from Ethan Allen Homestead to the
North Avenue / 127 intersection.

Recommendation
Move the northbound bus stop to north side
of the intersection and install an additional
crosswalk on the northerly side of North Avenue

Falling Rocks sign

3. Unstable Ledge and “Falling Rocks” sign
Issue
The ledge along the road and Falling Rocks sign
does not inspire confidence in walking to school.
Recommendation
Investigate feasibility studies to better understand
the potential for rockfall and ledge deterioration
to impact this walking route, bike lane, and
roadway.
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4

5

6

Relationship to Other
Plans

»

Plan BTV Walk Bike
recommendations as they
relate to school travel in this
neighborhood are referenced in
the recommendations section
of each travel barrier identified.
The full Long Term Plan for this
neighborhood from PlanBTV Walk
Bike is shown on page 54.
The North Ave Corridor Study
includes the recommendation to
move the northbound bus stop to
the north side of the intersection.

DR

4, 5, 6. Faded Crosswalks and Inconsistent Signage
Issue
Signage for the crosswalks on North Avenue
at both Cambrian Rise and Strong Street are
inconsistent, and the crosswalk markings
are faded. For the Cambrian Rise crossing
specifically, the crosswalk and advanced crossing
signs don’t all match--some are yellow and some
are fluorescent yellow-green.

AF

Crosswalk Visibility on North Ave

T

»

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike identifies these two
intersections for a crossing upgrade.

Make all of these crosswalk signs fluorescent
yellow-green. In addition, both crossings would
have higher visibility if the crosswalk signs were
gateposted (present on both sides of the road,
facing both ways).
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Integrated Arts Academy and Sustainability
Academy Travel Barriers (1 of 2)
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2

3

T

1

St Louis St Crossing along Archibald St

2. Archibald Street
Issue
Archibald Street is one of the few direct eastwest routes in the Old North End. Several
crossings along Archibald Street do not have
ADA-compliant detectable warning surfaces on
all approaches, including its intersections with St
Louis Street, Intervale Avenue, Bright Street, and
Hyde Street.

DR

1. Manhattan Drive
Issue
Manhattan Drive is very close to IAA, connecting
several neighborhoods to the school. It also has
high traffic volumes--almost 12,000 vehicles per
day. There are no bicycle facilities on Manhattan
Drive. This is a major barrier to bicycling to IAA.

AF

Nowhere to Bike

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike indicates protected bicycle
lanes on Manhattan Drive from Park Street/127
to North Champlain Street, and then bike lanes
from North Champlain Street to Spring Street.
The City of Burlington is currently designing
changes to Route 127 & Park St, and the
Manhattan Drive & North Champlain St
intersection that focus on pedestrian safety
improvements.

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike recommends a Corridor
Slow Zone: design for less than 25mph, as
well as sharrows on Archibald Street. Install
demonstration projects to calm traffic and
improve crossings on Archibald Street as
proposed in Plan BTV Walk Bike. Improve
crossings along the Archibald Street corridor to
meet ADA standards.

Intervale Ave Crossing Along Archibald St

3. Archibald St & Intervale Ave
Issue
The DIY Walk Audits specifically recorded
that the Archibald Street & Intervale Avenue
intersection needs updates to improve the safety
of the crossing and to calm traffic.
Recommendation
At Archibald Street & Intervale Avenue, PlanBTV
Walk Bike recommends installing curb extensions
and a neighborhood traffic circle or a raised
intersection to slow traffic.
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Integrated Arts Academy and Sustainability
Academy Travel Barriers (2 of 2)
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6

7

Crossing Location

T

Push Button

5. North St & Park St
Issue
There is little spatial protection for people waiting
to cross the road here, and the alignment of
Park Street has cars driving straight towards
the southeast curb ramp where people wait to
walk. The DIY Walk Audits recorded that cars
often travel quickly through this intersection,
and just waiting to cross the road while standing
at the intersection with elementary schoolaged children feels scary. This is a high crash
intersection.

DR

4. North Ave & North St
Issue
The DIY Walk Audits recorded that cars speed
out of the parking lot next to Depot Street
without looking for people walking, and there is
no crosswalk at the Depot Street/COTS entrance.
This is a high crash intersection that sees high
traffic volumes from North Avenue.

AF

Park Street’s Left Lane Alignment.
Image from Google Maps.

North Ave & North St

Though this intersection was upgraded in 20202021, the pedestrian push button on the west
side of intersection is approximately 20 feet from
the curb ramp.
Recommendation
The City has plans to relocate the pedestrian
signal pole and signal at this intersection.

Recommendation
Although this intersection is not addressed in
Plan BTV Walk Bike, it is a high crash location.
Consider crossing improvements like curb
extensions in order to provide physical protection
for people walking as well as traffic calming.

Ray’s Seafood Market on North Street

6. Delivery Coordination
Issue
Deliveries for small markets in the Old North
End can conflict with school start and end
times, obstructing routes to and from school.
Community members have pointed out recurring
conflicts with deliveries for Ray’s Market on
North Street and Dot’s Market at the corner of
Archibald Street & Walnut Street.
Recommendation
This issue is as much of a temporal issue as it is
an infrastructure issue. Since school start and
end times are almost always at the same time
throughout the year, coordinating delivery times
so that they do not occur during school pick up
and drop off times could solve this problem.
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Relationship to Other
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Winooski Avenue Corridor Study
(2020) recommends a continuous
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Winooski Avenue.
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Bikeway Connectivity, Pedestrian
Safety, and Stormwater
Management in Burlington’s
Old North End (CCRPC; 2020)
includes recommendations for
portions of the City beyond the
Walk Audit area of this BSD
Travel Plan. However, bicycle
connectivity recommendations will
benefit the student and general
populations.

Sub-Area 2: 5-Year Action Plan
Major Community Destinations

No

»

Plan BTV Walk Bike
recommendations as they
relate to school travel in this
neighborhood are referenced in
the recommendations section
of each travel barrier identified.
The full Long Term Plan for this
neighborhood from PlanBTV Walk
Bike is shown on the right.

Inter

»

Ethan
Allen
Homestead

DR

»

Neighborhood Recommendations from Plan BTV Walk Bike
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Ira Allen Early Education Travel Barriers (1 of 1)

DR

1

2

# Photo Location - See Next Page
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2

1. N Prospect St Crossing Opportunities

Issue

2. Pearl St and Williams St Crossing Opportunities

Issue

There are over 1,200 feet between the signalized
crossings at Pearl Street & Willard Street and
Pearl Street & Prospect Street, and a crossing
of Pearl Street and Williams Street would be
approximately halfway between these two
intersections. This issue was also identified
in the DIY Walk Audits. A crosswalk at this
location would create a north/south connection
in the sidewalk network between North and
South Williams Street, where parking is already
restricted for the intersection. It would also
improve access to the westbound GMT stop that
is just east of North Williams Street.

»

Plan BTV Walk Bike
recommendations as they
relate to school travel in this
neighborhood are referenced in
the recommendations section
of each travel barrier identified.
The full Long Term Plan for this
neighborhood from PlanBTV Walk
Bike is shown on the prior page.

»

Colchester Ave: Bikeways,
Parking, and Intersection Safety
(CCRPC; 2021) includes a
preferred alternative with raised,
separated bicycle facilities for the
entire length of Colchester Ave as
well as intersection improvements
at East Ave.

DR

There are no marked crosswalks at the
N Prospect Street and Brookes Avenue
intersection, leaving 885 feet between the N
Prospect Street & Loomis Street crosswalk and
N Prospect Street, Colchester Avenue & Pearl
Street signalized crosswalk. Curb ramps already
exist on the west side of N Prospect Street.
This would provide another opportunity to cross
the road before the busy N Prospect Street,
Colchester Avenue and Pearl Street intersection
for people coming from the north.

Recommendation

No Crosswalk at Pearl St & Williams St

AF

No Crosswalk at Brookes Ave & Prospect St

Relationship to Other
Plans

T

1

Work with the CCRPC to request a turning
movement count at this intersection while school
is in session. Once this traffic data is obtained, the
City can perform a crosswalk warrant analysis at
this intersection.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Recommendation
Work with the CCRPC to request a turning

movement count at this intersection while school
is in session. Once this traffic data is obtained,
the City can perform their crosswalk warrant
analysis at this intersection.
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2

Nowhere to Bike on S Union St

AF

Lack of ADA Features

3

T

1

2. Union Street
Issue
There is no where to bike on South Union Street
adjacent to Edmunds. Though there are parallel
bicycle routes along Winooski Avenue and Willard
Street, there are big hills between these streets
and Union Street. This is a high crash location.

DR

1. Union Street & King Street
Issue
As a key crossing to access Edmunds Elementary
School, this pedestrian crossing lacks ADA
ramps and any road signs alerting drivers to the
presence of a pedestrian crossing.
Recommendation
As the crosswalk has been recently striped,
additional improvements should be planned to
bring the intersection to safe routes to school /
and ADA standards.

Recommendations
Plan BTV Walk Bike includes a protected bike
lane on South Union Street. A demonstration
project by Local Motion revealed that parent
pick up and drop off changes are needed before
recommendations can be pursued.
Consider additional options like widening the
sidewalk at the Edmunds campus to a shared
use path on the east side of S Union Street. This
should be incorporated with a larger project
that studies bicycle connectivity along the entire
South Union Street corridor.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

No LPI Crossing Willard Street

3. Main St & Willard St
Issue
There is no Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)
for the crossing on either Willard Street
approach, though there is one for crossing Main
Street. Many students must cross through this
intersection to get to school, and it gets very
busy especially in the morning.
Recommendations
Plan BTV Walk Bike identifies this intersection
for a crossing upgrade. Consider an exclusive
pedestrian phase here to let children cross in
both directions at once.
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5

6

Sign Clutter

Main Street School Crossing. Image from
Google Maps.

AF

T

4

5. Main Street School Crossing Northern Curb Extension
Issue
This crossing has many design elements that
function exactly as they should: high visibility
crosswalk signs with RRFBs and a curb ramp
on the south side that brings people crossing the
road in front of parked cars. However, the curb
extension on the north side of the road does not
come as far into the road. Families stopping to
drop their children off at school inadvertently
block the visibility of students trying to cross the
road.

DR

4. Main Street
Issue
Sign clutter along Main Street does not send
a clear message to pedestrians, cyclists and
motorists. There is a flashing beacon that does
not work or flash during school hours, multiple
school warning signs, and signs with parking
restrictions that are confusing.

Recommendation
Review signage along the block of Main Street
between Willard Street and Union Street, and
remove any that are unnecessary. Consider
simplifying parking restrictions for the eastbound
lane.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Recommendations
When designing the protected bike lanes on Main
Street, consider improvements that will make
students crossing the street more visible when
there is a car stopped just east of the crosswalk.
This could include bringing the northern curb
extension out into the road so that people waiting
to cross are visible to drivers.

Missing ADA features

6. Main St & Union St
Issue
There is no Leading Pedestrian Interval for the
crossing on either Main Street approach. There
are also some ADA updates that need to be
made, like adding a detectable warning surfaces
and repairing sidewalks where utilities jut out of
the ground.
Recommendations
Plan BTV Walk Bike identifies this intersection for
a crossing upgrade. Further scoping and design
work should work to bring this intersection up to
current ADA compliance.
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7

7. No Pedestrian Signal at College St & Willard St
Issue
There is no pedestrian signal at the signalized
College Street and Willard Street intersection.

AF

No Pedestrian Signal. Image from Google Maps.

T

Relationship to Other
Plans

DR

Recommendation
Before installing a pedestrian signal head, work
with the CCRPC to request a turning movement
count at this intersection while school is in
session. Once this traffic data is obtained, the City
can perform an MUTCD warrant analysis for a
multi-way stop at this intersection. If warrants are
met, install a multi-way stop here and remove the
existing traffic signal.

»

Plan BTV Walk Bike
recommendations as they
relate to school travel in this
neighborhood are referenced in
the recommendations section
of each travel barrier identified.
The full Long Term Plan for this
neighborhood from PlanBTV Walk
Bike is shown on page 62.

»

Main Street Bikeway Project
Scoping Report (2017)
recommends continuous bicycle
facilities on Main Street.

»

Winooski Avenue Corridor Study
(2020) recommends a continuous
southbound bike lane on North
Winooski Avenue.

If multi-way stop warrants are not met, install a
pedestrian signal head with a Leading Pedestrian
Interval (LPI), which would be consistent with the
LPIs at adjacent intersections.
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Route 7 Crosswalk. Image from Google Maps.

Confusing Signs

3

T

2

AF

1

2. Path Connecting Champlain Elementary to Route 7
Issue
This path is relatively informal and starts the
driveway to the BSD maintenance garage.
Signs exist to keep vehicles from going down
this driveway, but they are a little confusing for
people trying to use the path to get to school
on foot or bicycle. In addition, families in the
travel survey mentioned that because the path is
not maintained in the winter, they don’t walk to
school.

Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike shows this segment of Route
7 as a Corridor Slow Zone: design for less than
25 mph. The road today does not feel like a 25
mph road with two travel lanes in each direction
and no physical traffic calming features. This
section of Route 7 should be studied further to
be designed for 25 mph. In the short term, this
location should be prioritized for crossing guard
staffing.

Recommendations
As recommended in the 2013 Champlain
Elementary Safe Routes to School report,
install a shared use path connecting Champlain
Elementary to the Route 7 & Prospect Parkway
crosswalk and maintain it throughout the winter.

DR

1. Route 7 & Prospect Parkway
Issue
This crossing was mentioned more than
anywhere else in the City in the DIY Walk Audits.
Even though this is a signalized crosswalk,
crossing Route 7 keeps families from letting their
children walk to school. High traffic volumes,
high speeds, and fears of drivers running red
lights contribute to this decision. Others also
noted that the pedestrian push buttons are very
close to the travel lanes.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Informal Entrance to Calahan Park.
Image from Google Maps.

3. Informal Cut-through to Avoid Route 7 and Pine
Street
Issue
Families living in the Five Sisters neighborhood
said that they use Callahan Park and the
Birchcliff neighborhood streets as a route to
school to avoid walking on Route 7 or Pine Street
with their children.
Recommendations
Plan BTV Walk Bike includes a neighborhood
greenway along Linden Terrace and Birchcliff
Parkway, and a formalized shared use path
through Calahan Park to Linden Terrace.
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No LPI Crossing Flynn Ave

Missing Sidewalks

4. Pine Street & Flynn Ave
Issue
Families in the travel survey indicated that it does
not feel safe to cross at this intersection.

5 & 6. Sidewalk Connectivity in the neighborhood
between Home Ave and Flynn Ave
Issue
Foster Street and Wells Street are both parallel
to Pine Street but lack sidewalks. Given the
higher traffic volumes on Pine Street, being
able to walk on these roads would be more
comfortable for elementary school students living
in this neighborhood. Many crossings in this
neighborhood also lack crosswalk markings and
ADA features.

DR

Recommendation
The City should prioritize this intersection for
crossing guard staffing.

6

T

5

AF

4

Recommendations
Plan BTV Walk Bike includes new sidewalk
construction on all street segments in this
neighborhood that currently lack sidewalks.
Update all existing crosswalks in this
neighborhood with ADA compliant features.
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Sub-Area 3: 5-Year Action Plan
Major Community Destinations

Existing Bikeways/Paths

Proposed Bikeways/Paths

Public School

Shared Use Path

Shared Use Path

University Area

Existing Informal Path

Protected Bike Lane

Park

Conventional Bike Lane

Area within 5-min. walk
of Neighborhood Center

Shared Use Lane Markings

Neighborhood Greenway
(includes Traffic Calming)

Planned Projects
Crossing Upgrade - Already
Funded for Construction

Proposed Walk Projects
Recommended New Sidewalk
12-mo Intersection or Crossing
Upgrade
5-yr Intersection or Crossing
Upgrade
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The Champlain Parkway will
reduce traffic volumes on this
section of Pine Street and
Shelburne Street.
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The Shelburne Street roundabout,
including bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, is under construction at
the time of this writing.
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2013 Champlain Elementary Safe
Routes to School Plan, which
led to improvements at two
intersections along Locust Street
and Birchcliff Parkway.
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recommendations as they
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the recommendations section
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DR

Campus Access
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Every school faces distinct challenges when it comes time to drop off students and pick them up. This section seeks to answer three key
questions regarding student travel to individual campuses:

School

T

School Entrance

Walking or Bicycling
Driving

Car Parking

AF

Bike Parking

Potential Conflict

DR

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

Campus Access

1. Where do students come from?

By aggregating anonymous student
residential data, heat maps were created for
each campus to illustrate where students
are clustered within Burlington, to better
illustrate the common travel routes that might
be utilized.
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2. How do students travel?

The BSD travel survey results were sliced
into individual campus details to better
understand how students travel to individual
campuses throughout the year.

3. What are Campus Access Issues?

School Walk Audits, both those conducted
by the project team and via the DIY app,
were reviewed to develop individual
campus access maps. These maps detail
and assess each campus’ travel conditions,
both on campus and in conjunction with the
campus the City’s transportation network.
This section also outlines existing active
transportation programs.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

JJ Flynn Elementary

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

Flynn Elementary is located at 1645 North
Avenue in the New North End. The school
had 321 total students enrolled for the 20202021 school year.

DR

AF

Students at Flynn Elementary are largely
clustered within a one mile radius of the
campus, within the neighborhoods of the
New North End. A minor but notable number
of students commute approximately two
miles from the Old North End. However, the
large amount of students who live within
one mile of Flynn shows a high potential for
students walking and bicycling to school.

T

1. Where do students come from?
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Open-ended responses from the JJ Flynn
community noted that crossing North Avenue
on foot or bike is a challenge, and acts as
a travel barrier. Other responses noted a
need to improve vehicular circulation during
pickup/drop off, while promoting safety of
those walking and bicycling. Some responses
mentioned high traffic speeds at surrounding
intersections, which makes street crossing
feel unsafe.

T

A significant number of students walk to
JJ Flynn, but the school had the lowest
reported bicycle use of any elementary
school surveyed.

JJ Flynn Self Reported Travel Distances

AF

Campus survey results illustrate a student
body that lives close to school, with no
respondents indicating that they live further
than two miles from school. Eighty percent
(80%) of the respondents live less than one
mile from campus.

JJ Flynn Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR
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2. How do students travel?
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School Entrance
Walking or Bicycling

Bike Parking
Potential Conflict

1

DR

#

Photo Location

AF

Driving
Car Parking

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

T

School

2
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3. What are Campus Access Issues?
2

Programming

1. Conflicts in the driveway

Issue
During pickup and drop off, there is
congestion in the school’s half circle
driveway. The circulation patterns aren’t
clearly identified: people sometimes enter
the one-way in the wrong direction, leading
to back ups and conflicts between other cars
and the bus.

Sidewalk with no connection off Starr Farm Road

AF

Buses in front of the school

T

There are currently no active
transportation programs at Flynn
Elementary. However, there has been
some interest from the PTO in starting
one.

2. Path Connectivity

Issue
There is a sidewalk only on the south side
of Starr Farm Road near the school. This
introduces potential challenges for students
seeking to cross the street prior to the
intersection located on the west side of
North Avenue / Starr Farm Road, because
there is a “desire line” route to get to the
school campus prior to the intersection.

DR

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

1

Recommendation
Improve one-way signage and add one-way
arrow pavement markings.

Recommendation
Prioritize development of a new sidewalk
along the northwest side of Starr Farm Road,
as identified in PlanBTV Walk Bike.
In the interim, consider adding a mid-block
crosswalk at Starr Farm Road to connect to
the campus.
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Lyman C. Hunt Middle School

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

Lyman C. Hunt Middle School (Hunt Middle
School) is located at 1364 North Avenue in
Burlington, south of JJ Flynn Elementary.
Both schools serve the New North End
Neighborhood.

DR

AF

Many students attending Hunt Middle School
live within a one mile radius of the campus.
However, a significant number of students
travel to this campus from the Old North End,
approximately two miles away.

T

1. Where do students come from?

Shared Use Path entering Hunt Campus
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Hunt Self Reported Travel Distances

Numerous open-ended comments from
Hunt students and families cited a need for
improved bus schedules and timing. There
was some discussion of how the schedule
and routes interact with those traveling to
Flynn Elementary, and how that linkage could
be improved or made more efficient.

AF

Compared to other elementary and middle
schools in the BSD system, Hunt reported
the lowest overall driving rates across
seasons. Transit use is relatively high at
this campus (only Edmunds Middle school
reported higher rates), which relates to many
open-ended comments received on this
theme.

T

Hunt’s self-reported travel habits illustrate
a traveling population that lives further from
school than other BSD school populations,
with 13% of respondents indicating that they
live more than two miles from the campus.

Hunt Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR
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2. How do students travel?

Open-ended responses had strong
support for ongoing investment in active
transportation facilities.
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3. What are Campus Access Issues?
2

86

T

3

1. Southbound Bus Stop Location on North Ave

Issue
The transit stop for the southbound School
Tripper bus is in front of a privately-owned
residence. Students often congregate at this
location and spill over onto the house’s front
lawn.

AF

Parking lot driveway & shared path intersection

North Ave bus stop

2. Vehicle conflicts with people walking and bicycling

Issue
During drop off and pick up, some families
drop their students off in the back parking
lot. Though having two places to drop off
students alleviates congestion along the main
drop off loop, drivers entering and exiting the
back parking lot have to cross the shared use
path and can conflict with people walking
and bicycling.

DR
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1

Recommendation
Move the southbound bus stop to the
other side of Woodbury Road, in front the
restaurant on the southwest corner of
the intersection. This may require adding
a new crosswalk on the southern leg of
this intersection, which is currently the
only approach without one. An exclusive
pedestrian phase should also be considered
at this signal so that students can get from
the shared use path on campus to the bus
stop in one pedestrian phase.

City | Neighborhood | Campus

Entrance and North Ave intersection

3. One-Way directional sign visibility

Issue
The Do Not Enter signs may not be visible
until a motorist is already making the turn
from North Avenue into the entrance drive.
Recommendation
For greater visibility from North Avenue,
consider installing One-Way signs closer to
North Avenue, parallel to the entrance drive.

Recommendation
Mark a crossing here to give path users the
right-of-way and alert drivers to look out for
people walking and bicycling.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

4

The school has worked with Old
Spokes Home to provide free
bikes to students who need them.

»

There are some other programs
through the Sara Holbrook Center

»

The principal and several staff
currently bike to school, modeling
behavior for students.

Bus Only Entrance
1. Bus Lane Compliance

AF

T

»

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

Programming

Issue
The bus-only lane towards the front of the
campus building is often utilized by private
vehicles during pickup and drop off.

DR

Recommendation
The current regulatory signage is quite small,
and larger signs coupled with pavement
markings could increase compliance
and route private vehicles towards the
appropriate circulation route.
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CP Smith Elementary School is located
immediately east of Hunt Middle School. The
school address is 332 Ethan Allen Parkway.

AF

Like other New North End Schools, the
majority of the 261 students enrolled at
the campus come from the residential
neighborhoods within a one mile radius.
Many other clusters of student populations
exist, including notable groupings in the Old
North End and Downtown Neighborhoods.

T

1. Where do students come from?

DR
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CP Smith Elementary School
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2. How do students travel?

CP Smith Self Reported Travel Distances

T

AF

The survey respondents indicate a strong
preference for walking and bicycling
during Burlington’s temperate seasons,
and a consistent rate of driving across any
season. Of all schools surveyed, CP Smith
respondents indicated the highest preference
for biking to school throughout the year.

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

Those who responded to the travel survey
primarily represent a population that lives
less than two miles from campus, divided
among those who live within one-half mile,
one full mile, or under two miles. Only 2% of
the surveyed population lives more than two
miles from the campus.

CP Smith Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR

Within the surveys open-ended responses,
many identified parking and driving
circulation issues at campus. Specifically,
conditions along Ethan Allen Parkway are
reported to make people walking, biking, or
driving feel unsafe when coming to campus.

Many commenters requested a divider,
buffered bike lane, or similar safety device be
installed along Ethan Allen Parkway.

The intersection of North Avenue and Ethan
Allen Parkway was identified as a key barrier
to safe travel; several comments requested a
crossing guard at that crosswalk.
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Walking or Bicycling
Driving
Car Parking
Bike Parking
Potential Conflict
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School Entrance
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School

1
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2

1. Parking

Issue
There are no pedestrian facilities that
connect CP Smith to the trails in Ethan Allen
Park.

Build a new sidewalk between this crosswalk
and the trail entrance across the street from
Farrington Parkway.

CP Smith recently participated in
and won Vermont’s Way to GO!
Challenge.

»

The school takes students
on bicycle field trips, to the
Sailing Center, and Ethan Allen
Homestead. These are usually led
by teachers and parent volunteers.

»

Lowe’s sponsors a program that
helps children learn how to ride
a bike, where they loan bikes.
Mostly 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders
use this program.

»

The Vermont Education Health
Initiative (VEHI) encourages staff
to exercise to gain points for
prizes. This program, however, is
not specifically geared towards
walking or bicycling to school, but
towards general exercise.

2. Path Connectivity

Issue
There is an informal path through Schifilliti
Park, but no clear route for accessing CP
Smith for this off-street option.
Recommendation
Plan BTV Walk Bike proposes dedicated
shared use paths through these recreation
fields, connecting directly to James Avenue
to the Northeast, and Dorset Lane to the
Northwest. Also consider including a direct
route to access CP Smith from the shared
use path.

DR

Recommendation
Improve the visibility of the mid-block
crossing by building a curb extension on the
west side of the road, where cars often pull
over during drop off and pick up.

»

Looking at CP Smith from the path in the park

AF

Pick up on Ethan Allen Parkway

Programming

T

1
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3. What are Campus Access Issues?
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Located off of North Avenue, in between
the Old and New North End neighborhoods,
this long-standing Burlington High School
location draws students from across the City
of Burlington. It is BSD’s only high school.
The Burlington Technical Center draws
students from beyond the Burlington School
District: students come to BTC from nine
different regional high schools. Juniors
attend BTC in the morning and then return
to their schools for core academic classes in
the afternoon, and seniors have the opposite
schedule and come to BTC in the afternoon.

T

1. Where do students come from?

AF

The circulation patterns documented on the
following pages capture existing circulation
patterns. As of this report’s writing, the
School District is planning to construct new
BHS/BTC buildings on the 52 Institute Road
campus. Designs for new buildings, with any
potential revised campus circulation patterns,
access, etc. are in the conceptual stage.

DR
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52 Institute Road BHS & BTC
Campus Access

Access to the 52 Institute Road campus
is primarily from North Avenue, with bike
and pedestrian access possible from the
Burlington Waterfront Path.

Downtown BHS
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2. How do students travel?

AF

As the City of Burlington relies on a single
high school campus, it is no surprise to see
that a higher percentage of students lives
more than two miles away from the campus.
This increase is more notable on the 52
Institute Road campus due to its relative
distance from residential neighborhoods.

T

120 Responses were recorded for the High
School Travel Survey. Due to an error in the
recording software / mid-survey changes
to the format, the question regarding which
high school campus a survey respondent
attends was not recorded. Due to this
error, the High School travel surveys are
represented here as a single group, rather
than broken out between the 52 Institute
Road and Downtown Campus location.

Flynn | Hunt | CP Smith | BHS/BTC | Ira Allen Early Ed | IAA | SA | Edmunds | Champlain Elementary

BHS & BTC Self Reported Travel Distances

BHS & BTC Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR

The high school population compared to the
elementary and middle school populations
has a much higher use of public transit.
Carpooling is also a highly utilized option in
this population. Walking has a much lower
relative mode share in the high school
population than elementary and middle
schools. Biking is more popular than walking
among the surveyed population.
Students attending BTC are bussed from
their schools, who partner with different
busing services to get students to and from
BTC.

Burlington School District Travel Plan
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Walking or Bicycling

AF

Driving
Car Parking
Bike Parking
Potential Conflict

#

T

School Entrance

Photo Location

DR
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School

2

1
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2

Programming
»

There is one BHS staff member
running a program acquiring old
bikes and teaching students how
to fix them. Old Spokes Home has
been involved with programs like
this in the past.

»

There are no programs at BTC.

T

1

North Ave & Institute Road

AF

Northbound bus stop
1. Path Connectivity

Issue
Congestion and queuing at the Institute Road
and North Avenue signalized intersection
frustrates drivers trying to get through this
intersection during pick up and drop off
times.

DR

Issue
Northbound transit service drops students
at a bus stop approximately 300 feet from
the Institute Road intersection, requiring dual
road crossings to access the campus.

2. Traffic congestion at North Ave & Institute Road

Recommendation
This could be shortened to a single crossing
of North Avenue if the bus stop were
moved to the north of the Institute Road
intersection.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Recommendation
For this type of congestion, reducing the
personal vehicle traffic demand during
the peak hour is the most efficient tactic.
Improving busing options and staggering
end times for students are two options to
consider.

The Future of 52 Institute Road
This report is coming out while plans
for the new high school campus are still
in development. The following are key
considerations that should be integrated
into planning and design for this new
campus.
» Safe, direct and accessible bicycle
and pedestrian access from both
sides of North Ave is crucial.
»

Transit access must be maintained
as a key travel mode. Safe and
intuitive walking routes between
transit stops and school entrances
should be included.

»

Consider routing non motorized
travel from the nearby Burlington
Waterfront Path to school. Key
will be alignments that minimize
the hill climb between the path
and the campus.
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3. What are Campus Access Issues?
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The Burlington Technical Center was also
housed at the 52 Institute Road Campus
and currently operates out of five different
locations: the Church St/Cherry Street
campus, at two locations in churches along
North Avenue, and at two locations on
Williston Road.

AF

Since 2021, this campus has been operating
with the same student body as the former
campus on Institute Road and has identical
draws. It is illustrated on the map at right as
Downtown BHS.

T

In response to the closure of the 52 Institute
Road campus in 2020, Burlington School
District established the Downtown Campus
in a former Macy’s Building at the heart of
Downtown Burlington.
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Downtown High School Campus

1. Where do students come from?

Since BHS and BTC are the only high schools
in the District, students’ homes are spread
out throughout the City. Predominantly
residential areas, like the Old North End and
New North End have more dense high school
student populations.
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2. How do students travel?

The complete grid of city streets in
the vicinity of the downtown campus,
combined with a higher number of
students likely walking, bicycling, or
taking the bus to this campus, is very
effective at minimizing traffic congestion
during drop off and pick up.

DR

•

AF

There are several major differences between
the Downtown and Institute Road campuses.
These include:
• The downtown campus is one block from
the downtown transit center, making
transit use much more convenient for
high school students. It reduces students’
reliance on GMT’s neighborhood special
routes and allows most students to take
a bus home without having to make any
transfers.

T

See page 92 for a review of the student travel
surveys.
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1

Programming

1. Secure Bicycle Parking

»

There are no programs at BTC.

T

There is one BHS staff member
running a program acquiring old
bikes and teaching students how
to fix them. Old Spokes Home has
been involved with programs like
these in the past.

AF

Bikes parked outside of Downtown BHS

»

Recommendation
The City should consider installing a secure
bike locker for students. Since this BHS
location is temporary, plan this site with
long-term use by the public in mind. A bike
locker could also serve people bicycling to
Church Street, or anywhere downtown.

DR

Issue
Bicycle parking is dispersed around the
Downtown BHS campus. There is bicycle
parking for approximately 10 bikes on Cherry
Street near the entrance, another bike rack in
the Cherry Street parking garage, and more
at other locations in the vicinity. There have
been reported issues of theft at some of
these bicycle parking locations, in particular
in the parking garage. Since the parking
garage is not owned by BSD, BHS has to go
through the Burlington Police Department
to report theft, which can be a cumbersome
process for the school.
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As the only early education campus in the
public Burlington School District, Ira Allen
draws from all neighborhoods across the City
of Burlington.
Improvements to broad city-wide transit
and active transportation systems will serve
some students, staff, and families of Ira Allen
regardless of where those improvements are
made.

AF

1. Where do students come from?

T

Ira Allen Early Education Center is the
District’s only early education campus that
is fully dedicated to pre-kindergarten age
students with partial and full day programs.
The school campus is located at 150
Colchester Avenue in the corner of the Old
North End, adjacent to the UVM Campus.

DR
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Ira Allen Early Education Center
Campus
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2. How do students travel?

AF

The project team relied on Walk Audits and
general input across other campuses to
develop travel plan recommendations for the
Ira Allen Early Education Center.

T

It is not possible from this low response
rate to gauge any more than one person’s
reflections on travel to the campus. For
this reason survey result graphics are not
displayed.
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The response rate for Ira Allen Early
Education Center was very low. Only one
travel survey response was recorded for this
campus.

DR

Should the District and/or City of Burlington
consider making changes to improve active
transportation rates and travel safety to Ira
Allen Early Education Center, it would be
worthwhile to re-survey this teacher and
parent population to better understand the
travel behavior of families attending this
campus.

At right: images from the Walk Audit for
Ira Allen Early Education Center

Burlington School District Travel Plan
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1

2
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2

1

Programming

1. Path Connections

Sidewalk ends at the parking lot

AF

Informal Path to Riverwatch Condos

There are currently no active
transportation programs applied
to early education programs in the
District.

T

»

2. Nowhere to Walk

Issue
Safe pedestrian access is limited by the
lack of a direct, protected walkway from
the sidewalk along Colchester Avenue to
the main entrance of the Ira Allen Early
Education Center campus. Currently, car
parking spaces block this access route.

DR

Issue
Some pedestrian access is available from the
trails behind the UVM buildings that connect
to the Riverwatch Condos on Riverside
Avenue. These trails are not well marked
and require traversing the UVM Parking Lot,
with no direct or obvious connection to the
school’s main entrance.

Recommendation
BSD should reconfigure that parking area so
Recommendation
that a sidewalk continues along the edge of
BSD and the City should engage UVM to
create a pedestrian path linking these trails to the parking lot to the building’s entrance.
an entrance to the pre-school, and to provide
trail markers or signage along the trail.
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Located at 6 Archibald Street in the Old
North End, Integrated Arts Academy (IAA)
is the only K-5 public school where students
learn through the lens of the four art forms:
movement, drama, music, and visual arts.

Though this school draws population from
all parts of the City of Burlington, its dense
population of nearby residents makes the
IAA campus ideal for promoting walking
and bicycling as viable alternatives to the
personal automobile.

AF

Based on the map to the right, a significant
number of students who go to IAA live within
one mile of the school campus.

T

1. Where do students come from?

DR
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Integrated Arts Academy

Alternative transportation and art may find
common ground in the school curriculum,
particularly through movement as an art form
or manner of expression and opportunities
for creative placemaking around the school.
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IAA Self Reported Travel Distances

AF

Those longer-distance travelers may reflect
the consistency of driving patterns through
the year, as opposed to the walking and
bicycling patterns that fluctuate based on
seasonality. It is worth noting the relatively
high numbers of walking and biking
responses in comparison with driving rates
for IAA.

T

Of the 49 surveys received specific to IAA,
48% indicated residences less than one mile
from school, and only 20% reside more than
two miles from the campus.

IAA Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR

In the open-ended responses, many stated
feeling unsafe while walking or biking on
Manhattan Drive. The Manhattan Drive
and Route 127 intersection was identified
as dangerous due to perceived high traffic
volumes and vehicle speeds. The City is
currently working on plans to improve this
intersection with bike lanes and tightened
curb radii.

Many respondents requested additional
crossing guards, particularly at intersections
along Archibald Street and adjacent to IAA.
These intersections and roadways can all
be seen as travel barriers to accessing this
campus.
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School

1

Existing Conditions at IAA
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3. What are Campus Access Issues?

1. Pick Up & Drop Off Congestion

T
AF

End of the School Day on Walnut Street

families picking up/dropping off students in
cars, people crossing the street, the school
bus, and deliveries to Dot’s.
A temporary demonstration project
to convert Walnut Street to one-way
could quickly and inexpensively test this
recommendation. Public input, and evaluation
of delivery truck needs, could be explored via
this demonstration.

DR

Issue
Student drop off and pickup occurs primarily
on Walnut Street, where cars line both sides
of the street during these periods. This is
also where the bus stops to pick up and drop
off students. Walnut Street is a low volume
residential street, so the hustle of pick up
and drop off on this street starkly contrasts
with the road’s more typical, quiet setting.
Students are dropped off on both sides of the
street and cross the street at any opportunity
they can, typically not at a crosswalk.
Recommendation
Create a one-way segment on Walnut
Street, between Willow St and Archibald
St, to improve drop off areas with minimal
disruptive neighborhood changes. The goal
of this change is to reduce conflicts among

Burlington School District Travel Plan

Along with the conversion to one-way
circulation on Walnut Street, the existing
no parking area on the east side of Walnut
Street could be available for time-limited
drop off, pick up, and deliveries.

No Crosswalk at Walnut and Willow St

2. Crossing Walnut Street

Issue
There are no crosswalks at the intersection
of Walnut Street and Willow Street. On a site
visit in December 2020, several groups of
students were observed crossing here on
their way home from school. This route also
links IAA to Roosevelt Park.
Recommendation
Work with the CCRPC to request a turning
movement count at this intersection while
school is in session. Once this traffic data is
obtained, the City can perform a crosswalk
warrant analysis at this intersection.
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2

1

Programming
»

There are currently no active
transportation programs at IAA.
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School Entrance

T

Two Way Street

AF

One Way Street

DR
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School

Potential Circulation Change
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Sustainability Academy
Located in the Old North End at 123 North
Street, Sustainability Academy (SA) is
focused on building the knowledge, skills and
habits of responsible community members.

DR

AF

A core population of students lives within a
one mile radius of this school campus, with
additional pockets of student populations
clustered in the New North End, and South
End of the City.

T

1. Where do students come from?
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SA Self Reported Travel Distances

26 travel survey responses were received
from SA students, families, and staff.

Crossing guards were mentioned in five
of the eight open-ended comments from
Sustainability Academy students / families.
Specifically, repositioning of crossing guards
was mentioned, as was a need for additional
crossing guards at the North Street /North
Avenue intersection, as well as North Street
and Rose Street.

AF

Driving rates were reasonably high and
consistent at this campus, and exceeded
other modes of travel to this campus.
Carpooling was also higher than other
modes of travel. Compared to the Integrated
Arts Academy in the same neighborhood,
SA responses indicate a smaller proportion
of students walk and bike to school. This
could point to a need for increased active
transportation programming at SA.

T

These responses illustrated a population of
students who live close to campus, with just
over 1/4 living further than two miles from
campus.

SA Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR
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2. How do students travel?
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Walking or Bicycling

T

School Entrance

AF

School
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3. What are Campus Access Issues?
2

1. Murray Street at North Street

Issue
There are three 15-minute on-street parking
spots but demand is high for student drop
off/pick up, and turnover can be slow with
families getting students to/from school
grounds. Often there are cars parked in “no
parking” zones. Cars also do U-turns on
Murray Street to get back to North Street.
Murray Street is a narrow two-way street
with parking allowed on the east side until
Allen Street, where it switches to parking on
the west side.

T
AF

Morning Drop off of Murray Street

Recommendations
• Encourage drop off in the parking lot off
of N Champlain Street.
•

In addition, BSD and the City should
identify satellite parking lots nearby that
may have extra capacity during school
pick up and drop off, where families can
park and walk a block or so with their
students. The ONE Community Center
parking lot off of North Street could be an
option; the City and BSD could approach
the ONE Community Center to see if this
would be acceptable.

DR
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1

•
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Rose & North St Intersection

2. Sight Distance Issues on Rose Street

Issue
There is limited sight distance for cars
pulling out of Rose Street and onto North
Street.
Recommendation
Remove parking on North Street adjacent to
Rose Street to improve sight line conditions.

If a suitable location can’t be found for
a satellite parking lot, the City could
designate three to four more 15-minute
parking spaces along Murray Street
(between North Street and Allen Street).
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NORTH ST.

SUSTAINABILITY
ACADEMY SCHOOL YARD

MURRAY ST.

T
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ROSE ST.

AF
DR

SA Campus

Rose St

Murray St

113

Issue
On North Street, some families heading
eastbound will stop in front of school to
drop off students, creating queues behind
them, or people will pass if there is no
oncoming traffic. This is unsafe, especially
with a crosswalk at Rose Street close by.
Westbound cars pull over on the north side
of the street where there is parking, and
students tend to cross the road to get directly
to the school’s North Street entrance, where
there is no crosswalk or crossing guard.

N

North St

EXISTING CONDITIONS: Existing crosswalks do not provide a direct or logical path for people walking across this
intersection, and people often cross where no crosswalk is present. Although there is a high volume of cycling traffic on
North Street, no marked facility exists.

There are currently no active
transportation programs at SA.

»

3. North Street drop-off

Recommendation
Upgrade the North Street, Murray Street,
and Rose Street intersection as proposed
in PlanBTV Walk Bike. Consider extending
the raised intersection about 30 feet west to
include the SA’s North Street entrance.

City | Neighborhood | Campus
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Programming
Raised intersection proposed at North, Murray, and
Rose intersection in PlanBTV Walk Bike

3

PROPOSED: Upgrade the entire North/Murray/Rose intersection to create shared street condition. Improvements would
include raising the intersection to increase visibility of and indicate priority for people walking and biking. Use permeable
pavers to help control stormwater and reduce maintenance costs. Add benches and landscaping planters for comfort,
beauty, and further stormwater management. Add high-visibility sharrow markings to mark the route for people biking.
The North/Murray/Rose intersection should be the first priority for traffic calming, but traffic calming treatments should be
applied at all intersections throughout the North Street Bikeway. This approach will slow the whole corridor down, making
it safer and more comfortable for people biking to share the lane with cars.
North Street crossing at Rose Street

HOW? · Chapter 3 · Engineering
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Edmunds is located downtown on Main
Street, where it is mixed in with all traffic
accessing the bustling city center.

Though the data in the density map to the
right is combined for elementary and middle
school students, it is likely that several of
the students coming from further away are
middle schoolers, since Edmunds Middle is
one of two middle schools in the District (the
other is Hunt in the New North End).

AF

A core population of students live within one
mile of Edmunds, but many also come from
further away in the south end, and some
from the New North End.

T

1. Where do students come from?

DR
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Edmunds Elementary and
Middle Schools
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AF

The most popular mode of travel was
walking, during all seasons. Responses also
indicate that a similar number of students
drive to school and use transit throughout
the year, with higher transit use rates in the
winter. Bicycling rates are very low in the
winter, but exceed driving in the fall and
spring.

T

66 travel survey responses were received
from Edmunds Middle and Edmunds
Elementary School students, families, and
staff. Almost half of responses indicated
that students live within one mile of the
school (including less than one-half mile and
one-half mile to one mile responses), with
about 15% living more than two miles from
campus.
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Edmunds Self Reported Travel Distances

2. How do students travel?

Edmunds Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR

Traffic congestion, both at the horseshoe
for the elementary school and on Union
Street for the middle school, was mentioned
several times in the open-ended comments.
Two other themes from these comments are
a need for more crossing guards that are
consistently present every day, and improved
busing that is more reliable and convenient.
Families also mentioned that they would like
to let their elementary school children walk
with their middle school children to school,
but they can’t since the elementary school
and middle school start at different times.
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3

Edmunds Campus Buildings
A: Edmunds Middle School
B: Edmunds Elementary School
C: Cafeteria
D: Gymnasium
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Union Street during pick up

3

Lack of walking path through parking area

Main Street Horseshoe during pick up

2. Access to entrances of Gym & Elementary

Issue
Though a walking path has been built from
Maple street to the campus, it is a five
foot wide sidewalk adjacent to the driving
lanes, and does not provide a clear walking
path through the parking areas adjacent to
Edmunds Elementary and Gym buildings.

AF

1. Traffic Congestion on Union Street
Issue
Congestion on Union Street during pick up
and drop off frustrates drivers. One of the
Middle School’s main entrances faces Union
Street, which makes it a popular place to
drop students off. Students before and after
school also congregate on the large green
between the school and Union Street. Access
to bicycle parking is also on the green. The
bus also picks up children on this block.

2

T

1

DR

Recommendation
The school could consider improvements
to this walking path to develop designs that
provide more clear walking paths within
parking/auto circulation areas. An improved
walking route could also facilitate after
school pickup congestion shifting from Union
Street to Maple Street.

Recommendation
While the school already encourages families
to drop students off on Maple Street, BSD
should improve the walking path between the
Maple Street pick up area and the school’s
entrance, as well as to the green along Union
Street, where students congregate and hang
out with their friends while they wait.

Burlington School District Travel Plan

3. Congestion in the Horseshoe off Main St

Issue
The small, horseshoe driveway off of Main
Street is congested and chaotic during pick
up and drop off. This is the main entrance for
the elementary school.
Recommendation
Edmunds Elementary could dismiss older
students (grades 3-5) through the rear of
Building B and tell families to pick up their
students along Maple Street, instead of Main
Street. A vehicle loading and unloading
only lane (Monday through Friday) could be
demarcated on the north side of Maple Street
and parking removed on the south side of the
street.

Programming
»

Edmunds Middle School currently has a rotational elective where students learn
about bike safety and take bike rides around Burlington together. This program
includes a mapping exercise where students identify meaningful places, and the
group takes a bike ride there together.
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1. Where do students come from?

AF

T

Many students that attend Champlain
Elementary School live within one mile of
the school, with a large clusters of students
living in the Five Sisters neighborhood and
another in the neighborhood between Flynn
Avenue and Home Avenue.

DR
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Champlain Elementary
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Champlain Self Reported Travel Distances

2. How do students travel?

These responses, like the map on the prior
page, illustrate that over 75% of Champlain
students live within one mile of the school,
with less than 2% of responses indicating
that they live over two miles from school.

AF

Walking rates were exceptionally high
compared to other modes of travel at
Champlain. There is little transit use and very
few carpools were reported.

T

51 travel survey responses were received
from Champlain Elementary students,
families, and staff.

Champlain Self Reported Seasonal Modeshare

DR

Key items that emerged in the open-ended
comments include that the Pine Street &
Flynn Avenue intersection does not feel safe
to cross, and needs a crossing guard. Other
intersections in the vicinity of the school
need crossing guards as well. In addition,
there was a desire for the path that connects
to Shelburne Street/Route 7 to be better
maintained and plowed in the winter.
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3

2

Programming

1, 2. Path Connectivity

Shared Bike & Parking Lane on Pine Street

AF

Footbridge along path to Champlain Elementary

There are currently no active
transportation programs at
Champlain Elementary.

T

»

Issue
The current configuration of Pine Street in
front of the school where bikes have to share
the lane with motor vehicles is not safe for
children on bikes.

DR

Issue
Both informal paths that connect Champlain
Elementary to Shelburne Street, as well as
Birchcliff Parkway are not maintained in
the winter or ADA accessible. These paths
provide an off-street route to access the
school.

3. Shared Parking/Bus/Bike Lane on Pine Street

Recommendation
BSD and the City should work together to
build and maintain ADA complaint shared
use paths to access Champlain Elementary
from both Birchcliff Parkway and Shelburne
Street.

Recommendation
Realign the parking lot to replace on-street
pick up and drop off from Pine Street.
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Travel Plans

DR

Community Engagement

AF

Introduction

Appendices
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Appendices
Appendix A: School-by-School Studies and Infrastructure Recommendations
Appendix B: Principal Interview Documentation

DR

AF

Appendix D: Crossing Guard Locations

T

Appendix C: Travel Plan Survey Results - Additional Public Comments
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